LIFE-CHANGING SISTER
SCHOOL PARTNERSHIPS
FUNDED SCHOOL
HOSTING PROGRAMMES

TRUE PHILOSOPHY
TRUST
Don’t do things because you have to; do them because they are the right
thing to do. To do that, all parties require an understanding of how to
build trust in different cultures, how to see when that trust may become
damaged and how to repair it if it is lost.

RESPECT
Our teams’ expertise and cultural appreciation provide the knowledge
and ability to support the reciprocal understanding of languages and
cultures. It is this that enables us to remove obstacles and create
totally unique experiences.

UNDERSTANDING
The expertise and levels of cultural appreciation within our teams provide
the knowledge and capacity to support in the reciprocal understanding of
languages and cultures. It is this that enables us to remove obstacles and
create totally unique experiences.

EQUILIBRIUM
Keeping all of these moving parts balanced and working together is what
creates longevity. Identifying when communication is slowing down,
what the reason for this may be, how to negotiate agreements and build
mutually beneficial partnerships is crucial, and has to be constant.
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TRUE EDUCATION PARTNERSHIPS
Pioneering a bold and visionary approach to immersive
learning, True Education Partnerships (TEP) have been
building strong, lasting links between the UK and China
since 2011. Our headquarters is located in Liverpool, UK
and our China team is based in Shanghai.
We work closely with a number of British councils and
The Chinese Ministry of Education to provide a range of
government-backed immersive education experiences,
including bilateral student exchanges, that unleash new
opportunities. Our programmes provide life-changing
benefits for both students and teachers, are inclusive
for the entire school community, meet expectations on
Ofsted’s framework and make a significant economic
impact on local communities. International school
partnerships enable understanding and acceptance of
different cultures, lifestyles and pedagogies. Inspire a
motivated mindset within students — this motivation
awakens curiosity and produces a passion for selflearning, ultimately creating self learners who can
succeed beyond the education system.

I always had a passion and affinity for Asia. But
it was a school trip to China in Year 9 that set my
life on a new trajectory. Moving to China became
a matter of when, not if, and I decided not to go
to university in the UK, instead to teach and work
with school and community groups nationwide.
This led to the foundation of our company. It
was through the partnerships that I developed
with local district councils in China that the
principles of TRUE were created. They underpin
everything we do to this day. True Education
Partnerships recognises the importance of cultural
understanding and empathy, knowing that lasting
connections, and true partnerships, are all about
people.

We invite UK schools to join our innovative Sister School
Partnership and Hosting Unleashed programmes. TEP
provide full operational support before, during and after
your student exchanges, as well as helping you develop
your partnership through communications and joint
projects. That’s why we’re trusted by hundreds of schools
to create and support their international school links.

>2011

>2016

>2012
Thomas Camilleri
founded Access China
UK Education in 2011.

PROGRAMME GROWTH

We developed links within the
Chinese Ministry of Education
and drove growth in the
Sister School Partnership
programme.

>2019
>2018

GOVERNMENT GROWTH

FOUNDING FATHER

Thomas Camilleri, Founder CEO

By 2016 we had created
over 20 sister city
partnerships and UK council
links.

TRUE REVOLUTION

Access China UK rebranded
to True Education
Partnerships and expanded
our company profile.

AMAZING MILESTONES
By 2017 we had created
over 200 active school
partnerships.

CHINA GROWTH

In 2019, we opened new
offices in Shanghai to
develop more regions and
support schools during
student exchanges.

UK GROWTH

Our workforce is rapidly
expanding in the UK and we
moved to a new, modern
office space.
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WE’RE EXPERTS IN CREATING

LASTING PARTNERSHIPS
EXPERTS IN PARTNERSHIPS

MAKING AN ECONOMIC IMPACT

At True Education Partnerships (TEP), we
specialise in creating long-lasting, successful
partnerships between schools in the UK and
China. Our wider company efforts through
True Partnerships Group create links between
businesses, governments and sporting
organisations.

Our programmes make a substantial economic
impact on communities and improve school
profiles, which is why government entities
partner with us in both the UK and China.
An influx of international visitors stimulates
growth in local businesses, we use local
providers
for:
accommodation,
travel,
restaurants and tourist service providers.
Chinese students who return to a region to
study at universities following their UK student
exchange experience bring further economic
boosts through the purchase of goods and
services throughout their UK tenure.

We encourage all partnerships to work through
our TRUE philosophy in order to thrive: Truth,
Respect, Understanding and Equilibrium. A
well-balanced bilateral alliance can generate
truly remarkable results. Through unity and
collaboration, schools can reach the common
goal of enhancing both a student’s academic
success and personal development.

LASTING SCHOOL PARTNERSHIPS
The Sister School Partnership programme
transcends the standard student exchange
setup and establishes an on-going line of
communication through teacher cooperation
and student joint projects. We deliver more
than just a trip. Student hosting and joint
projects ensure inclusivity for the entire
school community beyond the lucky students
who travel to China.
Immersive education partnerships enable
understanding and acceptance for different
cultures, lifestyles and pedagogies. The
bilateral benefits ensure your partnered
Chinese school will be just as enthusiastic and
inspired to create a long-lasting connection.
Involvement in global school programmes has
a positive effect on pupil awareness, attitudes
and response.[1] Significant effects are almost
immediately noticeable in exchange students
and hosting participants, with results for the
wider school community being observed soon
after partnerships are well-established and
principles are embedded in whole-school
policy.[2]
Explore our programmes on the following
pages to discover life-changing experiences
for your school.

We support Sister City Partnerships
like Liverpool-Shanghai — for which we
championed the 20th anniversary celebrations
— these links raise a region’s international
awareness levels, driving business, tourism
and its desirability levels as a destination for
higher education studies.

EMPLOYABLE GLOBAL CITIZENS
International partnerships create global
citizens who can become valuable assets to
UK businesses at a vital time in developing
foreign trade outside of Europe.
University studies and research from the
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development uncovered how an increase
in a country’s student exchanges correlates
with a boost to GDP[3][4]. Furthermore,
the studies discuss how the exposure of
students to international study at a young age
improves employability in the contemporary
marketplace.[5] Participating students have a
greater potential for the acquisition of a foreign
language, increased knowledge of different
cultures, develop cross-cultural skills and
potential for transformational worldviews.
[1] L. Perry et al (2012) More Than a Vacation: Short-Term
Study Abroad as a Critically Reflective, Transformative Learning
Experience.
[2] J. Sizmur, B. Brzyska, et al. (2011). Global School Partnerships
Programme Impact evaluation report.
[3] Project Atlas, Institute of International Education (2018)
Retrieved from URL www.iie.org.
[4] Rachel T. Barclay, The University of South Dakota (2017). The
Economic Impact of Study Abroad on Chinese Students and Gross
Domestic Product.
[5] Global Education Research Report, AIFS Foundation and IIEIIE
(2018). Linking Higher Education to the Contemporary Workplace
through International Experience.
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8/10
Chinese students hosted by UK schools 2016-2019
would want to return to the UK.

6/10
Chinese secondary school students said they would
consider their UK sister school’s city for university
studies after visiting.

92%

96%

92% of surveyed UK
students who visited China
2016-2019 said it had a
positive impact on them.

96% of our school
partnerships established
back in 2012 are still active
in the UK & China today.

2000+

Chinese students in the UK
through TEP programmes each
year. And growing...

“A brilliant company to have a partnership
with, they do great things for the local
schools and sister city partnership.”
- Liverpool Council Representative
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SISTER SCHOOL PROGRAMME
The Sister School Partnership programme creates bilaterally beneficial links between UK and Chinese schools. The
programme consists of immersive student exchanges, pedagogy exchanges, participation in joint projects and curriculum
enrichment. This is an opportunity for schools to help students develop skills that allow them to succeed in education, work
and society. Meet the expectations of the Ofsted framework’s ‘Personal Development’ section; become a UK ambassador
and teach valuable life skills such as resilience, confidence, independence, responsibility, respect and diversity appreciation.
Furthermore, our Learning Unleashed website is an exclusive platform that sister schools can use to access an abundance of
e-learning courses and teacher resources to support your partnership and supplement the education experience.
Global programmes have a profound impact on students and staff alike. Sister School Partnerships are proven to have a
positive effect on pupil awareness, attitudes and response. Significant effects are almost immediately noticeable in exchange
students and hosting participants, with results for the wider school community being observed soon after partnerships are
well-established and principles are embedded in whole-school policy.
You will be allocated a dedicated School Account Manager (SAM) who will be there to support you throughout the on-boarding
and preparation process. You will work together with your SAM to design a programme itinerary and then our operations team
will manage all of the logistics (including: travel, accommodation, visas and tourism activities). Our Shanghai staff carefully
screen all of our suppliers; we only work with verified and trusted vendors in the UK and mainland China. All school visits
are organised alongside our colleagues at the China Ministry of Education. In addition, we also supply a Group Co-Ordinator /
Translator to accompany you whilst in China and have stringent emergency procedures in place, including access to a 24 hour
hotline.
The Sister School Welcome Pack and other resources you will receive have all the necessary preparation information you
will need: programme launch presentation, fundraising pack, communications guide, medical guideline, risk assessment
pack, language tutorial, parent handbook, currency guide and cultural differences presentation. Page eight of this brochure
documents the entire process for you.

NEXT STEPS TO

REGISTER

Visit: www.trueeducationpartnerships.com/register-school
Contact: contact@trueeducationpartnerships.com
Call: 0151 708 8695

SISTER SCHOOL

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
STUDENT BENEFITS

SCHOOL BENEFITS

Take part in life-changing, immersive education
experiences with international students

Establish on-going international school collaboration through
student exchanges and joint projects

Gain valuable life skills such as resilience, confidence,
independence, responsibility and respect

Benchmark practice against other school systems

Gives students pride and knowledge of their own
culture by becoming UK ambassadors
Raise cultural awareness, highlight diversity and
develop cross-cultural collaboration skills
Improve employability in contemporary marketplace
Build life-long friendships with Chinese students
Develop intercultural understanding and sensitivity,
and an appreciation of different points of view
Gain confidence in language learning and
communication skills
Increase comfort level with different styles of teaching

Encourage cultural tolerance, highlighting diversity and
similarities with peers around the world
Awareness of international pedagogies and curriculum
Increases confidence and enthusiasm for language learning
Unique CPD opportunity for staff
Satisfy many Ofsted framework expectations
Make your school more competitive and attractive to parents
Positive effect on levels of pupil awareness, attitudes and
response, teaching life skills to increase employability
Inclusive programme for the entire school community, not just
beneficial for students visiting China
Curriculum enrichment through Learning Unleashed platform

SISTER SCHOOL
PARTNERSHIPS
Without a doubt the highlight
was the visit to our sister school,
the opportunity to experience
Chinese culture was hugely
enriching for our students.

KEY DATES

LEADERSHIP DELEGATION
APRIL/OCTOBER

VISIT YOUR SISTER SCHOOL
APRIL/OCTOBER

HOST YOUR SISTER SCHOOL
JAN/FEB OR JUNE/JULY

YOUR GUIDE TO THE

SISTER SCHOOL PROCESS
STEP 2 | DESIGN YOUR TRIP
STEP 1 | LEADERSHIP DELEGATION
A Leadership Delegation is an official trip to China to
initiate a Sister School Partnership. A member of your
school’s leadership team will join other leaders to
meet representatives from specially selected Chinese
schools and government officials from the Chinese
Ministry of Education.
Delegations occur in April and October every year.
More details on next page...

You’re now part of the Sister School Partnership
programme, you will have been allocated a dedicated
School Account Manager (SAM) and received your
Welcome Pack. Together with your SAM, it is now time
to create a bespoke immersive education experience
itinerary for your students. Pupils will meet with their
sister school and immerse themselves in Chinese life,
as well making time for sightseeing at China’s most
amazing landmarks. Student trips can be tailored to
meet your requirements. Visit our website for more
information on Chinese regions and itinerary ideas.

- RECEIVE YOUR SISTER SCHOOL WELCOME PACK

STEP 4 | TRIP PREPARATION
STEP 3 | TRIP LAUNCH
It is now time to launch your trip. TEP supply an
array of launch documents such as presentations,
handbooks and e-guides to help you generate a buzz
about the Sister School Partnership programme to
pupils, teachers and parents. Once you have confirmed
numbers for your sister school visit, we agree deposit
and payment instalment dates. Our Fundraising Pack
contains creative ideas to help you raise extra funds.

- PROMOTE LAUNCH PRESENTATION
- RECEIVE FUNDRAISING PACK

STEP 5 | STUDENT EXCHANGE TRIP
It’s time for your students and staff to embark on
a life-changing journey to China! You will be fully
immersed in Chinese life and culture. Students take
part in a specially designed in-school itinerary that
encourages participation and integration. Teachers
share educational practices and strengthen their
Sister School Partnership. During your trip we supply
a Guide/Translator to accompany you. Capture
the moment and send TEP all of your videos and
photographs to share with other schools and parents.

You will now need to submit vital documents required
for True Education Partnerships to secure you a visa
and book all of your flights and accommodation. Whilst
we finalise your bookings, you can get ‘China-ready’!
Your SAM will present you with a ‘Prep for China’
presentation for pupils and teachers. We try to prepare
travellers with as much information as we can about
Chinese culture and traditions before departure.
You can also distribute our Parent Handbook, which
contains all the necessary information parents may
require.

- FOLLOW THE VISA PROCESS E-GUIDE
- DISTRIBUTE PARENT HANDBOOK
- LEARN COMMUNICATION E-GUIDE
- RECEIVE PREP FOR CHINA PRESENTATION

STEP 6 | HOSTING & JOINT PROJECTS
Upon your return you should continue regular
communications with your sister school and commence
participation in joint projects. TEP will support the
communications and projects to ensure a bilateral
benefit to the partnership.
The next step for the partnership would be to
reciprocate your immersive experience by hosting your
sister school, which can occur in Jan/Feb or June/July.

TrueEducationPartnerships.com
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LEADERSHIP DELEGATION
Sister School Partnerships begin with a Leadership Delegation to China. The trip signals the official initiation of a partnership
with your sister school by signing a MOU and planning your partnership’s future plans. Your Headteacher or a member of
the Senior Leadership Team will meet with counterparts from a specially selected school, Chinese Ministry of Education
officials and representatives from the Foreign Affairs Office. You will join several education leaders from around the UK to get
first-hand experience of China, helping you to instil trust in stakeholders about your new global programme. This step is not
compulsory, but usually taken for the reasons above — you can launch your partnership immediately if you wish.
You will be formally welcomed to your sister school with a welcome ceremony, in which you will exchange a small schoolto-school gift and make a brief speech. After a campus tour, the Chinese school’s Headteacher may be keen to discuss the
future development of your partnership. In addition, you and your fellow UK leadership delegates will attend an education
conference and formally initiate partnerships by signing a MOU. You will be held in high prestige by the Chinese education
system, consequently, delegates are often interviewed by the local press and honoured with evening banquets. Finally, you
will enjoy some well-earned sightseeing excursions; immerse yourself in Chinese culture and experience China’s amazing
landmarks. A Leadership Delegation enables your school to gain confidence in visiting China and the grants the ability to
alleviate any reservations parents and other stakeholders may have over developing international partnerships.
We also arrange annual Research Delegations for delegates to visit China to investigate specific subjects, methodologies and
procedures, or lay the groundwork for future partnership development. For instance, in 2020 we are launching an innovative
SEND delegation to China, whose goal is to revolutionise the international approach to special educational needs and disability
student exchange trips.
The cost of this trip is fully reimbursable once your school
launches a student exchange trip with at least 10 students.

WHAT IS INCLUDED?
Flights
Accommodation
Visa application
Internal transfers
All meals
Sightseeing 
Guide/translator for the trip
Meetings with sister school and MOU signing
Introduction to Ministry of Education
Education Conference

LEADERSHIP
DELEGATION
H I G H L I G H TS

THE SISTER SCHOOL WELCOME PACK
IS FULL OF USEFUL INFORMATION

1. SIGN MOU

2. PARTNERSHIP PLANNING

By signing a Memorandum Of
Understanding (MOU) with your Sister
School, you formally initiate the partnership.

Enjoy a formal welcome ceremony and gift
exchange, take a campus tour and discuss
your partnership’s future plans.

3. EDUCATION CONFERENCE

4. EVENING BANQUETS

You will attend an Education Conference,
you may be invited to give a small speech
and could be interviewed by local news.

You will be considered as a figure of
importance in China, senior teachers will
socialise with you during a grand banquet.
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INTERNATIONAL LINKS

WHY PARTNER WITH CHINA?
1. Economic Impact for the UK & local communities
China is a rapidly growing and ambitious country, having packed the equivalent of 200 years of industrialisation
in America into just two decades. With one of the world’s largest economies, it is essential that the UK develop
partnerships with China at both an educational and corporate level. China-UK trade is now at an all-time high,
we are the biggest recipient of Chinese investments in Europe. Furthermore, China announced that it will invest
$2 trillion abroad in the next 15 years. China partnerships make a substantial impact on local communities, with
Chinese students and tourists being amongst the world’s highest spenders in their destinations. The UK government
signed a new education co-operation agreement with China in 2018 and pledged education deals worth more than
£550m, meaning there may be extra avenues available to schools for funding education trips to China.

2. Educational Benefits
Chinese schools are eager to initiate new partnerships with UK schools in order to share educational practices and
open up global opportunities for students. Chinese students, families and schools take education very seriously
and their teaching methods are different to that of UK schools — there may be much to benchmark and learn from.
The unique educational opportunities in China help differentiate your school and students.

3. Unique and Amazing Country
Last but not least, China is a beautiful country. There is a unique blend of modernism and tradition; a place where
exquisite ancient architecture can be explored a stones throw away from a megacity of incomprehensible scale. A
truly remarkable location for a student exchange trip, unlike anywhere else in the world...

Amazing traditional
architecture
Structural phenomena in
modern megacities

Rare and exotic animals in
ethical sanctuaries

Amazing natural and rural
wonders to explore

Home to some of the oldest
libraries and scriptures

Amazing natural and rural
wonders to explore

A variety of delicious local
cuisine to try

TrueEducationPartnerships.com

CHINA REGIONS
Here are a selection of the most prominent regions
in China that we have government links in to create
Sister School Partnerships and also locations that
you can add to your itinerary.
Wenzhou | Zhejiang Province | Population: 3,039,500
Qingdao | Shandong Province | Population: 9,046,200
Hefei | Anhui Province | Population: 4,110,000
Taicang | Jiangsu Province | Population: 629,000
Xi’an | Shaanxi Province | Population: 7,722,000
Shanghai Province | Population: 26,317,000
Ningbo | Zhejiang Province | Population: 3,966,000
Beijing Province | Population: 20,035,000
Guangzhou | Guangdong | Population: 12,968,000
Wuhan | Jiangsu Province | Population: 8,266,000
Harbin | Heilongjiang Province | Population: 5,282,093
Chengdu | Sichuan Province | Population: 7,722,000
Hangzhou | Zhejiang Province | Population: 7,438,000

LEARN MORE ABOUT CHINA
Visit the knowledge hub on our website and discover the amazing
regions before you design your trip itinerary with your SAM.
www.trueeducationpartnerships.com/knowledge-hub
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HOSTING UNLEASHED
Hosting Unleashed offers the opportunity for schools to become UK ambassadors by hosting Chinese students and teachers.
Your school can provide an amazing immersive education experience that benefits the entire school community. The
programme is perfect for schools who are not yet ready to begin a long-term Sister School Partnership — experience an
international partnership and Chinese culture before you decide to visit China. The programme is fully funded to cover
expenses of the school — which could be used to fund a China school trip should you wish to form a Sister School Partnership
after your hosting experience.
During the exchange, Chinese students will be immersed in their host school by taking part in regular curriculum classes and
extra-curricular activities with UK students. This integration will enable students to form bonds and collaborate on projects,
ensuring that the exchange has a positive impact on both international and host students. Teachers will share methodologies
and educational practices to help both school’s development. True Education Partnerships will fully prepare you before hosting
with our Hosting Guide and other resources; you will feel fully prepared to integrate with another culture, understand what
is expected and have programme and emergency procedures in place. We arrange all of the Chinese school’s travel and
accommodation (unless Homestay is offered) and provide support during your hosting experience with our trained translators
and Group Co-ordinators.

RECEIVE YOUR SCHOOL HOSTING GUIDE

1. Agree hosting dates and
design an in-school itinerary
with TEP’s assistance.

FEEDBACK ON YOUR HOSTING EXPERIENCE

2. Host Chinese students and
teachers with TEP’s in-school
support & translators

3. Receive your hosting
expense payments from
our finance team

SISTER SCHOOL

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
STUDENT BENEFITS

SCHOOL BENEFITS

Take part in life-changing, immersive education
experiences through hosting

Take first steps to establish international school collaboration
through student exchanges and joint projects

Gain valuable life skills such as resilience, confidence,
independence, responsibility and respect

Inclusive programme for the entire school community

Gives students pride and knowledge of their own
culture by becoming UK ambassadors
Raise cultural awareness, highlight diversity and
develop cross-cultural collaboration skills
Improve employability in contemporary marketplace
Build life-long friendships with Chinese students
Develop intercultural understanding and sensitivity,
and an appreciation of different points of view
Gain confidence in language learning and
communication skills
Gain enthusiasm for visiting China in the future

Encourage cultural tolerance, highlighting diversity and
similarities with peers around the world
Funded programme can help raise funds for international trip
Increases confidence and enthusiasm for language learning
Unique CPD opportunity for staff
Satisfy some Ofsted framework expectations
Make your school more competitive and attractive to parents
Positive effect on levels of pupil awareness, attitudes and
response, teaching life skills to increase employability
Provides boost to local economy through use of local service
providers and funded homestay opportunities for parents
Curriculum enrichment through Learning Unleashed platform

CHINA SCHOOL
HOSTING DAYS
We loved hosting the Chinese
teachers and students in
our school! It was a unique
experience and our students
didn’t want them to leave!

KEY DATES

WINTER HOSTING
JAN/FEBRUARY EVERY YEAR

SUMMER HOSTING
JUNE/JULY EVERY YEAR

BECOME A HOST SCHOOL!
Register your interest at
trueeducationpartnerships.com

HOMESTAY

PROVIDE A ONCE IN A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY TO A CHILD
There is an emerging demand from our Chinese visitors for a deeper
immersion into British culture. Instead of hotel accommodation during a
hosting trip to the UK, they are requesting a ‘Homestay’ experience.
There are financial opportunities available to families in your community
to host a Chinese student or teacher during their UK visit. All families
need to provide is a private room, meals and travel to and from school,
compensation will be provided.
Ask your School Account Manager for more information.

Learning Unleashed is a collaborative virtual learning platform for schools worldwide.
The platform provides a simplified e-learning environment for students and secure social
networking channels for education collaboration between teachers. The platform also acts as a
support function for the Sister School Partnership programme.

Learning Unleashed for Teachers
Teachers can accelerate their professional development through a collaborative virtual experience
with other educators and by gaining access to a wealth of teaching resources. Experienced
teachers, NQTs and trainees can unlock insight and innovation from education thought leaders
in a place where pedagogy pioneers are empowered and compensated for publishing content.
The platform excels as a social network for teachers when distracting clutter on platforms
like Twitter disrupt constructive conversation. Gain access to e-learning tools and courses for
curriculum enrichment, which amplifies student performance through the use of technology.

Learning Unleashed for Students
Learning Unleashed offers continued educational support to students beyond the classroom.
E-learning courses stimulate students through a gamification system that makes learning
rewarding. Inspire a motivated mindset within students — this motivation awakens curiosity and
produces a passion for self-learning, ultimately creating independent learners who can succeed
beyond the education system.

COMING SOON
Initiate joint projects with global schools

Access insightful industry articles

Download school trip resources

Encourage student self learning

Communicate with education peers

Classroom resources & toolkits

Students enrol on e-learning courses

Sister School collaboration

Build your own e-learning courses

Free Mandarin lessons for schools

Earn money for publishing resources

Unlock student exchanges with China

CONTACT

T R U E E D U C AT I O N PA RT N E R S H I P S
Email
Contact@trueeducationpartnerships.com
Website
Trueeducationpartnerships.com/contact

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
True Education Partnerships’ new
website contains information about our
company programmes, case studies,
student & teacher interviews and much
more... Visit us to find out more and
register your school’s interest.
www.trueeducationpartnerships.com
or request more information from
contact@trueeducationpartnerships.com

Don’t take our word for it, 
we share the experiences on

SOCIAL MEDIA

UK Office
28 Century Building,
Brunswick Business Park,
L3 4BJ, Liverpool.

China Office
48 Weihai Road,
Huangpu District,
EE607, Shanghai.

